Twists & Turns #4 - Harder
BY ANDREW J. RIES
Answers fit in this puzzle in two ways:
Twists and Turns. Twists are placed
in the 25 Light and Dark nine-square segments
of the grid. Answers either start or end in the
middle square of each Twist, and proceed in a
spiral pattern, never moving diagonally and
never overlapping (see below for four of the 16
possible orientations of the answer ONE
SAMPLE). Clues for Twists are listed
alphabetically, so you must use the Turns to
deduce the correct placement of the Twists.

Turns are placed consecutively from Start to
End, proceeding from left to right in Row 1,
then right to left in Row 2, and alternating as
such throughout the grid.
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LIGHT TWISTS
Colorado River tourist attraction:
2 words
Comedian once married to
Roseanne Barr: 2 words
Corporate bigwig
Drivers’ devices of old: 2 words
Figure stationed at first or third:
2 words
“High-octane” action star:
2 words
Item with a Free space: 2 words
Notable peck: 2 words
Novel whose protagonist is
Bigger Thomas: 2 words
Pair seen at a pow wow
Showbiz satire of 1992: 2 words
Soup cans, e.g.
Wharton goal: 2 words, abbr.
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DARK TWISTS
Braised meat dish
Color similar to jade: 2 words
Commits to heart
Harbor transport: 2 words
Hootch distilled from hard cider
Of the material world
Oft-told sayings
On the brink of collapse
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• Period preceding the rise of
Reagan: 2 words
• Professional licensure hurdle, for
some: 2 words
• Station-finding knob: 2 words
• Suffers humiliation: 2 words
TURNS
1 Twist of hair
2 Mileage-tracking gauge
3 Bullets, in poker lingo
4 Rodent companion: 2 wds.
5 Purple shade
6 Down Under dog
7 Hazardous noble gas
8 Proposal component
9 In all truth
10 Early morning hr.: 2 words, abbr.
11 Tools with arched blades
12 Qatar ruler
13 Full-out military conflict: 2 words
14 It’s sure to happen
15 Amaze
16 Ward off
17 Wrapped up

18 Eater of everything
19 Silly
20 Nail care brand
21 Some gov’t agents: Hyph.
22 Surgeon’s blade
23 Conks out
24 Good name for a geologist?
25 Combine into one
26 All-access ticket: 2 words
27 Modern movie theater format
28 Major papers
29 Dread for a producer
30 Nike rival
31 Capricious
32 Pickling needs
33 Late to class
34 Portrayer of Obi-Wan
35 Espresso bar order
36 Far from abundant
37 Shoe similar to a clog
38 Large concert venue
39 Fabric that sounds like a rush?
40 Commanded
41 Full of merriment
42 Arrive at
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